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Physics Qualifying Exam 201 8- Part IA Name:

Problem I

A ball oi radius R and mass M (initially at rest on a ftictionless surface) is struck with a

horizonral impulse at height /r. as shown below. Note that the moment of inenia of a sphere is

t)/5) .\,tR'.

a) In the initial impact, is the angular momentum of the ball conserved? [s its linear momentum

conserved? (Explain your reasoning.)

b) what is the velocity of the center of mass of the ball after impact, in terms /r, R, and the

angular velocity after imPact, a;?

c) Find the value of & for which the ball will roll without slipping'

d)IFthe ball is instcad a spherlcal shc‖ wlh thc samc mass(ノ =″/'ノMR2),whatiS thc valuc ofカ

for which the ball will roll without slipping?



Physics Qualifying Exam 2018 - Part IA
Problem 2

Name:

A Compton imaging detector utilizes two interaction regions (for example, two parallel

planes). t1 ttre frrr{ * incoming gamma ray phototi of four-momenturn (Eo,p-o) elastically

scatters off of an electron at rest, where Eo is the unknown energy of the incoming gamma

and B's is its three-momentum. The scatter deposits energy E" into the electron, and the

scattered photon is then absorbed in a second interaction volume, where its full remaining

energy, Ey, is measured.

Region 2

Begil with the simple case of the photon scattering in region 1 off of a free electron

at fest (i.e., with four-momentum (rn",0)). Derive an expression for cosd, where 0 is

the relaiive angle between the incoming and outgoing photon. Express cos 0 in terms

of m" and the incoming and outgoing gamma energies'

Now assume that the scattered gamma is fully absorbed in the second detection

region. Rewrite the expression from 1) in terms of only the electron mass, rn", and

the measured energies: E" and 81.
Sketch the result of part (1). What three-climensional geometric frgure describes the

constraint that can ie inieired on the direction of the incoming gamma, and how is

this figure oriented with respect to the two points of interaction'l

Now assume that in the first interaction region that the gamma interaction is not

with an electron at rest, but with an electron with non-relativistic momentum p-,'

Show that this introduces an error term into the previous constraint proportional to

the projection of p-" along the momentum-transfer vector of the gamma'
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Physics Qualifying Exam 2018- Part IA
Problem 3

Name:

The most efficient way to launch a spacecraft to Jupiter is by boosting it into an elliptical orbit

around the Sun, with the orbit's perihelion at Earth, and the aphelion at a point intersecting the

orbit of Jupiter, as shown above, in a configuration known as a Hohmann Transfer Orbit.

Determine the angle 0 (at the time of launch) such that the spacecraft and Jupiter will arrive at

the point where the two orbits intersect at the same time. Assume circular orbits (in the counter-

clockwise direction) of radii 1.0 AU and 5.2 AU, for the Earth and Jupiter respectively.



Physics Qualifying Exam 20 I 8- Part IA
Problem 4

Name:

The tigure below shows a simple pendulum (mass rr, length /) whose support P is attached to the

edge ofthe wheel (center o, radius R) that is forced to rotate at a fixed angular velocity ar. At
t - 0,the point P is level with o on the right. write down the Lagrangian and find the equation

of motion for the angle p. [Hint: be careful writing down the kinetic energy L A safe way to get

the velocity right is to write down the position ofthe bob at time /, then differentiate.l Check that

your answer makes sense in the special case that ar = 0.

θ  l
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Physics Qualifying Exam 2018-Part IB

Problem l

Name:

A) For the figure below, if at time t:0 the input voltage Z7 steps down from I V to 0 V,
calculate and plot the output voltage at Vz, indicating the characteristic time constant (t)
and the polarity of the signal.

R=4.7k

B) The signal now applied to Vl is now a I V sine wave. Determine V2(fl,the voltage out as

a function of frequency and sketch the result, indicating the asymptotic behavior asf ) 0

andf )a. Note also the frequency at which the output signal is l/fi. of the input signal.
What type of filter is this?

V2(0

「
Ⅸ

V,Vl

.01uF

Vl(t)

班HZ]



C) Using the same sine signal source as in part B, interchange R and C and repeat the

calculations and plot. What type of filter is this?

V2(0

班HZ]0

D) Calculate the resonance frequency of this circuit. What type of filter is this?

ち

OmH1

100k



Physics Qualifying Exam 2018- Part lB
Problem 2

Name:

Two infinite conducting plates are aligned with the x-l plane, one located at z=0 and one at z:4.
The plate at z=0 is grounded while the plate aI z=a is held at an electrostatic potential tr/. An

infinitely long line charge (charge per unit length= 2 ) is located between the two plates and is

aligned along the.y-direction at (x=0, z=d). Find the electrostatic potential dQ, y,z) for every

point in the region between the two plates. Use MKS units

O z=d

Z=a,0=V

z=0, O=0



Physics Qualifying Exam 2018 - Part IB
Problem 3

Name:

An optical plane wave with wavevector E; is incident on an interface between two dielectrics

with refractive indices n1 and 22. The wavevectors k, and k1 are the wavevectors of the

reflected and transmitted plane waves, respectively, all lying in the plane of the frgure. The

electric fielcls d;,t,, associated with these plane waves at a given point on the interface have

the directions shown and lie in the platte of the figure.

a)HOW iS θr related to θj?How is θt related to θ二?

b)ヽ硫ite the boundary conditbn br the pardld component of the totd E― ■dd on dther

side of the interface(pardlel to the interface).ヽ Vrite the bOundary condition for the

perpendicular component of the total D-leld(electric displacement)on either side of

the interface(perpendicular to the interface).Express both of these eqllations in terΠ ls

of the magnitudes igづ ,r,t,the angles θj,t,and the indices ηl,2器 needed

c)Rewrite the equatiolls ill part(b)in terins of tlle renection and transIIlissioll coemciellts

rp≡ ユ/島 and tp≡ Eι/島・Simphfy your equatbns by dividing out any common hctors.

d)SOIVe the equations in part(c)for rp and ιP in terms of ηl,2 and θィ,t.

e)ShOW that the renection coemcient rp Vanishes for angles θj,t satisfying

tan θt   η:

tana~23 ・

（４



Physics Quali″ ing Exam 2018-Part IB

Problcm 4

Name:

A conducting bar with resistance R and length Z is gliding down conducting rails (as seen in the
tigure). The whole apparatus is exposed to a uniform magnetic field of strength B in negative z

direction. The resistance ofthe rails is negligible and the motion on the rail should be treated as

fiictionless. The angle between the rails and the horizontal is S.

a) Calculate the terminal velocity of the bar.

b) Calculate the induced current at terminal velocity.

c) Calculate the energy dissipation at terminal velocity. Compare to the rate ofthe work being
done on the bar by gravity.
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Physics Qualifying Exam 2018 - Part llA
Problem I

Name:

Be sure to explain your reasoning.

a) Consider an initial state consisting of two identical spin-l/2 fermions (assume spin is the only

internal quantum number). tf this initial state has an orbital angular momentum l=0, then what is

the total angular momentum/?

b) Suppose that these two particles annihilate, producing a final state consisting of two different

iistingrishable spin-l/2 firmions. (Again, assume spin is the only internal quantum number.)

What are the possible /, s,j quantum numbers for the two-particle final state?

c) Suppose the two outgoing particles are observed by two detectors placed far apart on the + j-

und - i-u*"r. Alice meisurJs the spin of the particle seen at the detector on the + j-axis, while

Bob measures the spin ofthe particle seen at the detector on the - i-axis. The detectors are lar

enough away that n;ither Bob nor Alice can communicate their measurement to the other before

the oiher completes his/her own measurement. Suppose Alice measures a spin projection +l/2

along the l-axis. What is the probability that Bob will also measure a spin projection +112 along

that axis, and what is the probability that Bob will instead measure -l12?



Physics Qualifying Exam 2018 - Part IIA
Problem 2

Name:

State whetller the fo1lowing are true or false,and give a briefjustincation for your answer.

Answersヽvith llo justincation or an incorrect iuStincation lrill receive no credit

a)It iS impOssible to simultaneously specify the 2-component of the spin of a particle and

the z―component ofits total angular momentum.TRUE or FALSE?

b)The Hamitonian〃 =嘉 +α (・
2+ν2+z2)sz+β

(κ
2+ν2+z2)2 braS'n-1/2 partた b

CO1lSerVeS parity.TRUE or FALSE?

盆Ittettt電 ぷヽ鰤lξllttF~WT職 lftl肌蹴
i吼
鰐胤TI「現1∬電

dennite value.TRUE or FALSE?

堂乳 」FiⅧ 。1鳴鯖 l環ゝ邸器』ll‖:席 割 :獣 晩 よⅧ ∬ lrr席 樹

i簿
ぽ

TRUE or FALSE?

e)The Waveftlnction of a single spirl-O particle is given by ψ(r,θ ,φ)=ス C r4/α
4cos2 

θsirlφ
,

where.4 and a are constants. ノヽ Ineasurement of the z― component of the angulcar momentum

wOuld αιυανs yield ιz=土ん.TRUE or FALSE?

路鳳gsで1ヱよ湾融猛蔦 よ鳳Fttdブ
肛e me ttbn ttd momttШn

(η

′
,ノ =ι +2,m27.ms′ 1017),ι ,m`,7γLs)=0,

for αιι values ofで,mι ,ms,'m`′ ,mゴ ,η ,and η
′.TRUE or FALSE?



Physics Qualifying Exam 2018 - Part llA
Problem 3

Name:

An attractive delta-function well located at the origin is superimposed with a potential step at the

origin:
r/(r) = -?'!('(r) + 

'' 
O(t) '

I0 for v < 0 
ls the step filuctroD. .rutl i.. I e alc posrttve qlli'lllllllcs.\\here tX\) - ir tor.,O

a) Find the lorm of the wave function in the regions : > 0 and .r < 0, for a bound, energy

eigenstate solution. Is the condition for a bound state E < 0 or E < Vo, and why?

b) Write down the boundary conditions at,r = 0.

c) Sketch the wave function.

d) Without calculation, but using knowledge of the wave function, decide if for the bound

state we should find (r) < 0, (xl: 0, or (r) > 0 ?

e) Find an equation that determines the energy ofthe bound state in terms olfundamental

constants and 1,Vo,m.



Physics Qualifying Exam 2018 - Part IIA
Problem 4

Name:

Consider Yukawa scattering off the potential V (r) : g' +g),where .g and p, are con-

stants (p > 0). In the first Born approximation, the scattering amplitude of a particle with
mass m and a momentum change q is given by

/(q) : '4!^-]---' h2 q2+p2'

a) Express the momentum change q in terms of the scattering angle 0 and the energy E of
the incident particle and schematically sketch the dependence of the cross-section d,o f dQ :
lf @l'as a function of g f.or p, - t/ZO*1n and p - 0.

b) Find the dependence on energy E of the total cross-section

o :2tr/" rir, i/lf (qf (tr..

c) What is the value of o in the limit of Coulomb scattering (i.". p : 0)? Explain.
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Physics Qualifying Exam 2018 - Part IIB
Problem I

Name:

Background: Large molecules (such as proteins) can have smaller molecules attached
(bonded). Consider the case in which a large molecule can have only one small molecule

bonded to it. The small molecule can orient itself over all solid angle 4zr, however, only forms
a strong bond for a restricted orientation of angle, 0, relative to the bonding site of the large
rnolecule, where 0 is the polar angle relative to the bonding axis (bonding direction). The
solid angle for strong bonding is Q : 2n(1- cos 0). The fraction of the number of "favorable"
orientationzrl states for strong bonding \s Ql4r.

Consider a model in which the orientational states are discretized. The orientational state

of the small molecule is specified by a discrete generalized coorclinate, q -- 1,2,3,...,n, with
total number of orientational states, n. The state q : 1 is the strongly bonded state, and

the remaining states, q + l, are un-bonded. Thus, the fraction of strongly bondecl states

is lf n. Thus, n : int( n/Cl). where "int(r)" is the integer value of r. For example, for a
hydrogen bond, 0 x 5", n x 526.

Problem: The energy of the small molecule in orientational state q is e (q) : -ead(q, 1),

where Q:1,2,3,...,n, where ti(o,b) : 1 for a:b, d(o,b) :0 for a+b, and where e6 ) 0 is

the binding energy.

a) Calculate the partition function of the small molecule in thermal eqtrilibrium as a function
of the absolute temperature, T.

b) Calctrlate the thermally averaged energy, (l : (r) of the small molecule as a fitnction of
the absolute temperature, 7. Ir'lake a qualitative sketch of" U vs. T.

c) Calculate the entropy, S, of the small molecule as a function of the absolute ternperature,

7. Ivlake a qualitative sketch of S vs. 7.

d) Calculate the fraction of the number of small molecules in the strongly bonded state as a

function of the absolute temperature, T.

e) Find the value of the absolute temperature, 7, in Kelvin units, in which 60% of bhe small
molecules are strongly bonded in thermal equilibrium. Use, n : 500, es : 0.0434 eV.



Physics Qualifying Exam 2018 - Part IIB Name:

Problem 2

I mole of ideal gas with adiabatic index y = CplCv' undergoes a process in which pressure

changes with temperature as:

P - u,To

where a and a are given constants

a) Find the work done by the gas, if the temperature changes by Jlduring the process.

b) Calculate dp for this process. For which values ofa will ap be negative?



Physics Qllalif17illg Exam 2018-Part IIB

Problem 3

Name:

A planet of radius R orbits its star at a distance D, with .B <- D. The star has a

temperature 75 and a radius .Rs.

(A) Treat the star as a perfect blackbody radiator. Find the effective temperatrtre of the

planet, the temperature where the planet is in blackbody equilibrium, assuming that

it absorbs a fraction (1 - ") of the energy incident on it from the star (rv is known

zrs the albeclo of an object), and emits radiation as a perfect blackbocly. Use your

result to calculate the eflective temperature of the Earth, assuming that 7s :5778 K,

fis :6.96 x 108 m and a:0.3.
(B) Now we will acld an extremely simple model of the greenhouse effect. Assume a thin

spherical shell of atmosphere around the Earth that is transparent to incotning solar

rircliation, but has emisiivity c with respect to the radiation coming fronr the Earth's

surface ancl its own blackbody radiation. (The emissivity is the fraction of radiation

emitted and absorbed relative to a perfect blackbody')
(i) Why is it reasonable to treat the blackbody radiation from the sun and that from

the Earth differentlY in this waY'?

(ii) Assunie that the atmosphere is also in radiative equilibrium. (Remember that

we treab the atmosphere as transparent to solar radiation, so none of the power

emitted by the sun is absorbed by the atmosphere.) Find a relabion between the

terlperature of the atmosphere, TA, and the temperature of the planet's sttrface,

Tp
(iii) Use your answer from the previous part to find a new condition for radiative' 

eqlilibrium of the Earth, since the Earth now sees the down-going contribution of

radiation from the atmosPhere'
(iv) Determile the temperature of the Earth's surface in terms of R, D,Ts, Rs, cv, anrl

€.

(v) What value of e gives a reasonable temperature for the surface of the Earth'i



Physics Qualifying Exam 2018 - Part IIB
Problem 4

Name:

Let's consider a gas of ly' free (i.e. non interacting) electrons in a volume V:

(1) Show that the density of states with energy between e and e *cJe is 9(e ) : #-(2tvt1ttz Uq,
where .&f is the electon mass and h the Planck constant.

(2) Find an expression for the chemical potential p6 at temperatur e T : 0 K (also known

as Fermi energy), as a function of ly' and V.
(3) Derive the heat capacity at constant volume for low temperatures (you can approxi-

mate p x po), as a function of ,us, N, and ?.
You will need the identity:

1+- h(e) 
a. : [t , ("k!Y 0' -...t 

rtt

J, "ir +1 L 
I ? or'* ) J" 

h(e)de 
'

where h(e) is a generic function of the energy e and pr is the chemical potential.



FORMULAS AND CONSttANttS

1・ ▽ノ=%づ +%J+%た

2▽ A=響 +等 +等

Spherical harmonics Иηt(θ ,φ )

シも0= 
壽

h=―√dnt tφ

40=√∞J
42=:源●続%

y21=~プ寧dn θ cosθ♂φ
γ亮=、 /√I子 (:COS2θ

_:)

陥3=~:√ dn3a et¨

b=:漂血句続 %

L―:√ dnθぃ♂θ一⇒♂φ
シ10=プ

'F(:COS3θ

_:coSう

&▽×A=(等一勢)`+(等 ―等〉十(響―等)ん

4 ▽7=寡 +募 +募

5  ▽24=▽ヶτ:+▽レυJ+▽勿″ん

Cylindrical Coordinates

l ▽ノ=%β十
:%ψ

十
%′

2▽・A=:場レスの+:締十等
3  ▽×ス=(::鷲

}一 烏£予)ρ

+(響 ―等)φ
十
:(場 0■の一号)2

4 ▽7=:S:(ρ
l勇)+ル 静

+:多

Spherical CoordⅢ ates

l ▽ノ=算チ+:%∂ +磐訪%φ

2・ス=尋向 +鳥易い司+鳥締
& ▽×A=r sin θ[f)(Иφ dnの _%′

]′

十
:[面:7等 -21勇|ユ lθ

十
:1堅ター2も

)立 lφ

4▽7=嘉 1(T2年)+戸だ:7島 (dnθ%)十鶏 静

Selected integrals and sums

/τ轟=hltan暢】
/・轟=hltan暢 +:】

〕ゞπ・=■万;‖ く1■=0

ズ

∝

dZ C―
°Z2=:√

2 ДdZe―
‐2→レ=√ e67



FORM∪ LAS AND CONSTANTS

Constants

c7んclcgSCaus● an=e7(4π cOんc)19=1/137

んc=197 NIeヽ′fln

ん=6626× 10~34,Is=4136× 10~15eV S(Planck)

c=299,792,458m/s

e=1.602× 10~19C=4.803× 10~1° esu

R=8.31」 /(K mol)

た=1.38× 10~23J/K=862× 10~5cv/K(BoltZmann)

M=6.022× 1023/mOl(Avogadro)

C=6.674× 10~1lN mツ kg2

′ιO=4π ×10~7(N/A2。 rH/m Or T.m/A)

(o=1/(μoC2)=8.854× 10~12F/m

1/(47rFO)=8.99× 109 N m7C2

g=981m/s2

鳥 arth=6.37× 106m(radius of carth)

Mearth=597× 1024 kg(m“S Of earth)

」ヽイ3un=1.98× 1030 kg(maSS OF sun)

lA.U.=1.5× 101lm(distance from sun to earth)

πc=9H× 10~31 kg=o.51l MoV/c2(cleCtron mas)

mp=1673× 10~27 kg=938 3 MeV/c2(prOtOn mぉ s)

me=1.675× 10 27kg=939.6 MeV/c2(nOutrOn mass)

πオ=139.6 McV/c2(charged pion m¨ s)

れ♀=135 McV/c2(nOutral pion maAss)

m力 =494 McV/c2(K― moson mas)

mμ =106 MeV/c2(muOn ma.ss)

Converslon factors

lm=101° Å =lo15 fm

lT=lWb/m2=104G
loV=160× 10~19」

l year二=3.16× 107s

T/K=T/℃ +273
l cal=4.186J

2


